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Outline
● DNS Basics
● DNS Security
● Object Security
● Path Security
● Some exercises (if time permits)



What the novice Internet user sees?



What a Techy Internet user sees?





DNS is much much more complex!









Example of Domain Hierarchy

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi19/cse124-a/courseoverview/compnetworks.pdf



What are parts of domain?
https://www.google.com, 

Protocol, Subdomain, Domain Name, Top-level Domain

Root Domain (includes domain name and top level domain)

How about https://www.amazon.com/ and https://leetcode.com/?

https://www.amazon.com/
https://leetcode.com/


Who maintains domains?

The Top Level Domain (TLD) or Top Level Zone is maintained by the Internet 
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) https://www.icann.org/

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi19/cse124-a/courseoverview/compnetworks.pdf

https://www.icann.org/


How DNS records are kept? Resource Records (RR)
Each name server implements the zone information as a collection of Resource Records 
(RR).

RR is a 5-tuple: <Name, Value, Type, Class, TTL>

Type → A, NS, CNAME, MX.

A → indicates value is an IP address.

NS → The value field gives the domain name for a host that is running a name server 
that knows how to resolve names within the specified domain.

CNAME—The value field gives the canonical name for a particular host; it is used to 
define aliases. 

MX—The value field gives domain name for a host (running a mail server).

TTL → time to live shows how long  a resource record is valid.



Linux Commands:

dig (domain information groper) → used for retrieving information about domain 
name servers.

nslookup (name server lookup) → allows you to query DNS service. 

host → look up a variety of information available through the domain name 
system.

dog → a command-line DNS client for looking up DNS records for domain names.

whois → is a protocol that is used to look up information on domain names and IP 
addresses.





The first field is the NAME: The domain name being returned.

The second field (221) is the TTL in seconds.

IN is the CLASS. Here, IN stands for Internet.

A is the TYPE. Here, A stands for mapping a domain name to an IPv4 address.

The last field is the IP address. 









Subject Alternate Names (SAN)

Alternate domain names for the same website.

Exercise: What are the SANs for some of your favorite websites?



Resolvers do all the hard work!



Resolvers do all the hard work!



Resolvers do all the hard work!



Resolvers do all the hard work!



Structure of DNS…… The DNS ‘tree’



Structure of DNS…… The DNS ‘tree’



Structure of DNS…… The DNS ‘tree’



Some information needed in both parent and child zones



Some information needed in both parent and child zones





What happens when things don’t match…













What is the role of DNS in cybersecurity landscape?

According to the International Data 
Corporation’s (IDC), a European 
Security Service, Global DNS Threat 
Reports, the DNS attacks are 
continuously on the rise and impact 
major organizations and businesses.  

[1] IDC 2021 Global DNS Threat Report. https://efficientip.com/resources/idc-dns-threat-report-2021/ 
[2] IDC 2022 Global DNS Threat Report. https://efficientip.com/resources/idc-dns-threat-report-2022/
[3] IDC 2023 Global DNS Threat Report. 
https://efficientip.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/IDC-2023-DNS-Threat-Report.pdf
[4] https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=IDC_P44612 

https://efficientip.com/resources/idc-dns-threat-report-2021/
https://efficientip.com/resources/idc-dns-threat-report-2022/
https://efficientip.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/IDC-2023-DNS-Threat-Report.pdf
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=IDC_P44612




Rogue DHCP Server. DNS Cache Poisoning.  DNS Hijacking/Redirection Attacks. DNS Tunneling.
DNS Hijacking - Framing/Phishing. Subdomain Hijacking.

Domain Squatting. C2 Domains. Botnet Domains. Grayware.

Wildcard DNS. Dangling DNS. Command and Control.

Data Theft. CNAME Cloaking. Strategically Aged Domains. DNS Infiltration.

Direct DNS DoS Attack.    DNS Amplification.   DNS Reflection Attack. Bogus domain Attack. 

Sloth Domain Attack. Phantom Domain Attack. Pseudo Random Subdomain Attack. 
 

Other Attacks…



















Can we fix it?
Yes, we can!























DNS Data Protection Mechanisms



DNS Data Protection Mechanisms







































































































 DoT, DoH: Path Security At Work



Zeek (A useful tool)
Zeek — put a pcap in and get a bunch of log files out.

Installation: sudo apt install zeek

Running zeek on a pcap gives a list of files, e.g.,

conn.log → contains src/dst ip, src/dst port, 

dns.log → contains dns requests

less -S conn.log (displays results in an organized column format)

Exercise: Run zeek on a pcap and analyze the details.



DNS over TLS (DoT) and DNS over HTTP (DoH)

IP (8.8.8.8)

UDP (port 53)

DNS (name of website)

IP (8.8.8.8)

TCP (port 853)

DNS (name of website)

IP (8.8.8.8)

TCP (port 443)

HTTPS

TLS (encrypt) TLS (encrypt)

DoT DoH



DNS over HTTP (DoH)
Exercise: Decrypt DNS traffic using DoH.

1. Generate DNS traffic and see that in wireshark.
2. Turn DoH on in Firefox and see how the traffic changes.
3. How to decrypt this traffic?

DoT can be observed in wireshark using the same process with some tweaks.



TLSv1.2 vs TLSv1.3
Difference? 



Encrypted Server Name Indication (ESNI)

Issue: people can tell where you are going even if you’re using TLS.

Exercise: Find all the SNI values within a capture?

What is Server Name Indication?

Server Name Indication (SNI) is an extension to the Transport Layer Security (TLS) 
computer networking protocol by which a client indicates which hostname it is 
attempting to connect to at the start of the handshaking process.

Turn to wireshark to show SNI.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hostname


Continued…..

Encrypted Server Name Indication (ESNI) is an extension to TLS 1.3 which 
prevents eavesdroppers from knowing the domain name of the website network 
users are connecting to. When combined with encrypted DNS, it is not possible to 
know which websites a user is visiting.

DoH or DoT should be in place before ESNI.



ESNI to Protect TLS

To visit a TLS website:

1. Get IP from DNS server

2. Connect to medium’s IP using TLS

—------ what is medium.com’s IP? ------> DNS Server 
Cloudfare<------------162.159.153.4—--------------

Medium.com
162.159.153.4

<-------  SNI: medium.com —-------------->
             + certificate details



ESNI to Protect TLS

To visit a TLS website:

1. Get IP from DNS server

2. Connect to medium’s IP using TLS

—------ what is ?????????????? IP? ------> DNS Server 
Cloudfare<------------ ????????????? —--------------

Medium.com
162.159.153.4

<-------  SNI: medium.com —-------------->
             + certificate details

In TLSv1.2, we would see SNI and certificate 
details with DoH enabled.

When DoH is enabled, we will only see that someone is 
connecting to the Cloudfare DNS server? But, we don’t 
know what they are asking….



ESNI to Protect TLS

To visit a TLS website:

1. Get IP from DNS server

2. Connect to medium’s IP using TLS

—------ what is ?????????????? IP? ------> DNS Server 
Cloudfare<------------ ????????????? —--------------

Medium.com
162.159.153.4

<-------  SNI: medium.com —-------------->

In TLSv1.3, the certificate details are encrypted.

When DoH is enabled, we will only see that someone is 
connecting to the Cloudfare DNS server? But, we don’t 
know what they are asking….



ESNI to Protect TLS

To visit a TLS website:

1. Get IP from DNS server

2. Connect to medium’s IP using TLS

—------ what is ?????????????? IP? ------> DNS Server 
Cloudfare<------------ ????????????? —--------------

Medium.com
162.159.153.4

<-------  ????????????????? —-------------->

In TLSv1.3, the ESNI encrypts the SNI.

When DoH is enabled, we will only see that someone is 
connecting to the Cloudfare DNS server? But, we don’t 
know what they are asking….



The websites that support ESNI will have their public key in DNS records so that 
the clients can use that to encrypt their traffic.

ESNI to date is not heavily supported. 

We are going towards intercepting the TLS connection traffic to get information 
about what someone is connecting to.



Shortcomings of ESNI
Incomplete protection.

For example, during session resumption, the Pre-Shared Key extension could, 
legally, contain a cleartext copy of exactly the same server name that is encrypted 
by ESNI.

Real-world use of ESNI has exposed interoperability and deployment challenges 
that prevented it from being enabled at a wider scale.

https://blog.mozilla.org/security/2021/01/07/encrypted-client-hello-the-future-of-esni-in-firefox/



Encrypted Client Hello (ECH)

Firefox decided to kill ESNI. 

But there is a replacement for encrypting the destination of TLS traffic.

The standard that replaced ESNI is called ECH. 



Useful Resources:

● 12 days of Defense series (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9H8wAXg2vrs)
● Zeek (https://zeek.org/get-zeek/)
● Malware Traffic Analysis.net (https://www.malware-traffic-analysis.net/index.html)
● Wes Hardaker lecture on DNS security 

(https://www.linkedin.com/posts/whardaker_dns-security-overview-activity-690191
0613824565250-XGmL?trk=public_profile_share_view)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9H8wAXg2vrs
https://zeek.org/get-zeek/
https://www.malware-traffic-analysis.net/index.html
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/whardaker_dns-security-overview-activity-6901910613824565250-XGmL?trk=public_profile_share_view
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/whardaker_dns-security-overview-activity-6901910613824565250-XGmL?trk=public_profile_share_view

